These beliefs and values, determine
the company’s strategy, kind of

TIZSANGAN at a glance
About us:
Tizsangan Company is established
in1996.This Company exported a great
quantity of stones to many different countries
in the world. Tizsangan Co. set up the factory
in 2005 in order to expand its activities and
achieve its main goals. Experience, advanced
technology, and powerful management came
together to make the company one of the best
exporters of the country.
We believe that:
*Our products and service make people’s life
more beautiful.

conduct and kind of relationship that
we have with customers, suppliers
and the public.

Tizsangan factory:
Tizsangan factory lies in an area of 20.000sqm
consisting of 3 roofed halls in 6800 sqm
Advanced Italian machineries in 2 lines of
Tile&slab are engaged with the capacity of
800.000 SQM per year. In addition to this, other
machineries are being used exclusively to
produce special items.

Tizsangan Co. Facilities
Tile production Line:

*Stone production in 1-4cm thickness

*The mystery of company’s success is quality,
Innovation and Competitive price .so we
adhere to these three factory during production
and services rendering.

*Stone production in Max width of 61cm

*The member of the company are the most
important resources.

*All stones are calibrated in thickness and
dimensions.

* We week good financial results in the light
of adherence to the above principles.

*The possibility of chamfering stones

*Use of a new & modern technology in order
to dry stones filled by resin or cement.

We pursue the following values in

*The possibility of filling stones by resin &
cement

order to achieve principles:

Slab production line:

*To be the best in every field .

*Stone production in 2-8cm thickness

*To observe ethical principles in every
organization relationship.

*Stone production in Max dimensions of
280*180cm

*To have the best quality in every
commercial field.

*The possibility of cutting stones to size
without discharging them from the line.
*the possibility of filling stones by resin
without discharging them from the line.
There is gas oven equipped with stock tower
& automatic filling process in the line.
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*All stones are calibrated in thickness.

Supply capacity:

Particular from of stones:

*Tumbled stone 3000SQM per month
*Brushed stone 4000sqm tiles per month
*Brushed stone 5000sqm slab per month
*Polish slab stone 5000sqm per month

Production of fireplace , column, borders,
countertop & etc utilizing modern machinery
with computerize control and the possibility
of cutting stones in particular forms.

Garden productions:

Capacity of 20 foot containers:
*Stones of 1.5cm thick-500sqm

*Beautiful variation in color
*Beautiful variation in design
*Resistance in open area

Finishing types:
Unpolished
Polished
Filled & polished

*Stones of 2cm thick-400sqm
*Stones of 3 thick-330sqm
In addition to our supplying mineral stones
cutting as needed by clients for a variety of
stones including travertine in different colors
including brown, beige, cream, white, beige
and brown .

Packing:

Honed
Filled & honed
Brushed

*Tile stones are packed in wooden boxes in
accordance with modern standards

Tumbled

*Slab stones are packed in wooden and iron
packs in accordance with modern standards

Bush hammered

Professional background:

Filling by resin or cement as request.
We are a big and professional exporter of
brushed and tumbled stones in dimensions of
10*20up to 60*60 and thickness of 1.5 to 3cm in
different types including lime stones, marble and
travertine .
We have for exclusive mines: cream limestone ,
cream marble, white marble and silver dolomite
which are all popular international markets for
their color and material . in line with exporting
to china, our factory supplies these products in
cut-off from as well.

*Exportation to European countries, Australian,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Russia
*Implementing a great variety of residential,
hotel, administrative and commercial projects in
Russia, Azerbaijan and Australia.
Tel fax: +98 (253)3353306-7
Email:
Alireza.sabze@gmail.com
Tizsangan1996@gmail.com
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